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AN INSIGHT
INTO THE DAY OF A
PROFESSIONAL HACKER
Laurie Mercer, Security Engineer, HackerOne

I’ve been hooked on computers from a young age when I got my very first computer – a
green screen Amstrad! I spent my teenage years building and breaking Linux boxes and,
after reading Computer Science at the University of East Anglia, I began developing
software professionally for projects large and small, coding everything from Ruby
web apps to real-time communication services in C++ STL. This was 3 years after the
‘Manifesto for Agile Development’ was published and engineering practices, while rapidly
changing, were still archaic - my first project had as much documentation as code and the
system was updated every year!
During this time, I wrote an algorithm to draw red squiggly lines under misspelled words in various languages,
like Hungarian (which has very complicated verb conjugations) and that introduced me to the Chinese
language (for which a spellchecker is redundant). To get to the bottom of this, I opted to take a sabbatical
from my software career and take a temporary position in China as a lecturer of Western Culture in a small
university. Jumping from working in software in London to a teaching position in a very poor third-tier city
in a country where I did not speak the language was a humbling experience. This was where I re-learned the
meaning of patience and my 6-month sabbatical turned into years.

I retrained from a builder to a breaker and worked as a pen-tester for several
years, alongside visionary researchers like James Forshaw (now at Google’s
Project Zero, the first ever researcher to be awarded a $100,000 bug bounty)
My career as an ethical hacker started rather accidentally after I returned to London. I was approached by a
company that thought I would be good at it and, as far as I was concerned, it sounded rather fun and I was
looking for a new challenge. I retrained from a builder to a breaker and worked as a pen-tester for several
years, alongside visionary researchers like James Forshaw (now at Google’s Project Zero, the first ever
researcher to be awarded a $100,000 bug bounty), James Kettle (now head of research at Portswigger) and
Black Hat Conference regular Alex Chapman. As a 'builder turned breaker,' my responsibilities have focused
on both testing software and also trying to build security practices into software development teams, using
technologies like static and dynamic analysis. Sometimes we call it 'shifting left', to detect vulnerabilities
earlier in the software development life-cycle.
In my current role as security solutions engineer at HackerOne, I help to run bug bounty
programs, coordinating thousands of the world’s best hackers to find vulnerabilities in
software developed by companies and open source projects. Rather than having one or
two people looking for vulnerabilities once or twice a year, we can leverage thousands
of people with diverse skill sets to continuously perform security assessments.
Bug bounty programs have become the number one source of high and critical
vulnerabilities, and bounties are being paid out daily – some organizations offering as
much as $250,000 for a single critical bug. >>
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Why is ethical hacking and penetration testing a key cybersecurity tool?
Our modern lives depend on software, whether we understand how it is built or not, and what many people
may not understand is that we cannot trust any piece of software to be inherently secure – bugs are a fact of
life.
There are many ways to reduce the number of bugs in software. These can involve a second pair of eyes
reviewing manually (what we call a code review). They can involve using algorithms to automatically check
code, like a spell-checker. However, as our systems get more complex, bugs can easily slip through a review,
and the best algorithm in the world still cannot fully understand business logic and human behaviour. There are
entire categories of bugs that only humans are able to detect, which is why ethical hacking is
such a key cybersecurity tool. In many ways, I think that HackerOne CEO Mårten Mickos said
it best when he said that the best way to prevent getting hacked is to try to get hacked by
people you trust.

In your opinion, how will the transition to the cloud affect cybersecurity? And
what role will ethical hacking play in this?
The transition to the cloud is interesting for three different reasons. First, the complexity of the cloud is
increasing – typical cloud-native applications consume HTTP APIs, queuing systems, cloud storage (like S3
buckets), and internal and external microservices. Increased complexity leads to an increased chance of
unintentionally introducing bugs.
The second is that transitioning to the cloud can increase your attack surface. In the past, software applications
were deployed into locked rooms with CCTV. Today, system administrators can spin up machines with a simple
message across the internet from their smartphones. We need to think about how external interfaces are
protected, how we can ensure the secure use of our services (including identifying and authenticating) and,
when a breach happens, how we can ensure there is sufficient logging and monitoring to identify and analyze
what is going on.
Finally, as we transition to the cloud, hardware becomes code. A commit to our git repository can result in
thousands of servers being reconfigured. As cloud transitions occur, often alongside DevOps transformations,
not only is code pushed out every minute, but so are hardware and network infrastructure changes. When
we continuously change our software and infrastructure, we need to ensure that we have continuous security
measures in place. Continuous security should reduce the probability of accidentally pushing a release with
a security vulnerability in it. However, continuous security should also assume that, inevitably, we will push
a security vulnerability into production by accident, and we should be able to detect and respond to the
vulnerability before any malicious person can exploit it.

What is the biggest challenge in your role when testing for vulnerabilities?
One of the biggest challenges when testing for vulnerabilities is testing new types of attack surfaces, eg.
testing things like cars and other IoT devices that interface over radio waves. When I first started testing, the
barrier for testing IoT devices was high, as creating tools to interact with interfaces like RFID chips and RF
receivers is quite complicated and is not the sort of thing you have time for on a typical 3-day penetration
test. Once inexpensive and simple-to-use tools like software-defined radios were available, a whole new set of
attacks were possible. For example, this is how you can steal a car using a relay attack. We see similar patterns
with blockchain-based companies today – smart contract vulnerabilities are a new category that require new
methods and tools to be built. The actual attacks are often unsophisticated - the challenge is getting to the
point where testing is possible in the first place.
Another challenge is time. Time-bound tests were invented to satisfy procurement teams
and consultancy-based business models, not people who actually want to find security
vulnerabilities. How many times has a tester returned home after completing a job and
thought “I wonder what would happen if I tried XYZ” and not had the chance to try
it because the testing time window has already expired? Archimedes had his eureka
moment while sitting in the bath. We need to create an environment where security
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